Milestones

2006: Great California Delta Trail legislation signed into law (Public Resource Code 5852-5855)

2012: Commission designates Sacramento River Parkway as a segment

2017: Commission designates Carquinez Strait Scenic Loop Trail as a segment

2019: Eastern Blueprint Report completed (San Joaquin, Yolo, and Solano Counties)

2020: Public outreach and review of the draft Master Plan

2010: Western Blueprint Report completed (Solano and Contra Costa Counties)

2016: Commission designates Big Break Regional Trail, Clarksburg Branch Line Trail, and West Sacramento Riverwalk as segments

2018: Logo updated and new signs installed in Sacramento and West Sacramento

2019: Master Plan kick-off; Stakeholder and Technical Advisory Committees meet

2021-2022: Commission adoption of the Master Plan

We are here
Plan Area
Primary and Secondary Zones
Suisun Marsh National Heritage Area (partial)
Plan Structure

Chapter 1 – Introduction & Overview
Chapter 2 – Existing conditions
Chapter 3 – Plan Recommendations
Chapter 4 – Trail Design Guidelines
Chapter 5 – Implementation
Appendices
Chapter 1: Outreach & Input
Public Outreach, Technical & Stakeholder Advisory Committees, and Levee Manager Outreach

- A network of connected trails across the Delta: 30%
- A single continuous trail: 6%
- A series of disconnected local trails and destinations: 3%

A main trail with connections to other local trails and destinations: 56%
Chapter 2: Existing Conditions, Opportunities & Constraints
Chapter 3: Trail Types & Maps

Main Trail Corridor
Local Access Trails
Water Launch Sites
Adventure Hubs
Chapter 4: Context Sensitive Design
Chapter 5: Implementation
Draft Master Plan Next Steps

December 16 - Council Presentation and Conclusion of Public Review
January 20, 2022 - Commission Considers Final Plan for Adoption
Promotion and Implementation
The Great California Delta Trail Master Plan (Draft)

Contact:
Virginia Gardiner
Delta Protection Commission
virginia.gardiner@delta.ca.gov
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